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Single pane of glass
for efficient
cybersecurity
operations
Accurate telemetry
data collection and
smart processing
for superior threat
detection and
response

Beyond
SIEM, UEBA
and XDR
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SIEM solutions are built on the idea of finding a needle in a haystack. In reality, these solutions are
coping with that task producing vast amount of noise consuming different telemetry data. UniTF
focuses on accurate collection of right and actionable input data (only the right input can produce
the right output). The precisely picked data is enriched with contextual information and threat
intelligence and “smartly” processed in different layers - logs, signals and incidents. The concept of
signals allows to have just the right amount of actionable information for further efficient processing,
threat detection and analysis. The signals also enable great visibility and a single pane of glass view
of the entire system drilling down to users, entities and their respective sessions.
UniTF combines signals, rules, and UEBA session scores to pinpoint the threats. The rules can be
deterministic applying threat intelligence as IOC and powerful TTPs or analytical, which includes
anomaly detection and machine learning.
UniTF integrates with different solutions to enable swift containment and effective response.

▷ Accurate and performant data ingest

▷ Cloud integrations

▷ Real-world threats focused detection

▷ MITRE ATT&CK Mapping

▷ Layered concept: logs, signals, incidents

▷ Compliance Mapping

▷ Data lake for custom analytics

▷ Response automation

▷ Comprehensive UI

▷ Own network and endpoint sensors

▷ UEBA approach

▷ Flexible Licensing Models

▷ User and entity sessions drill-down

▷ SaaS or On-premise

▷ Reporting

▷ Multi-tenancy - ideal for MSSPs for MDR

About Unicom
Unicom is a group of companies, focused on system integration, software
development, cloud cybersecurity services and IT distribution, nurturing a culture of
innovation and people development. The main customer segments of the company
are telco, government, finance and corporate sectors. The strongest expertise is on
cybersecurity, network and IT infrastructure, analytics solutions and product
development. The IP portfolio includes: UniTF Cybersecurity Management Platform
(SIEM & UEBA), Mobile device and parental control solution, Carrier-grade lawful
session tracking, Consent and privacy management. Unicom operates a CERT and
Security Operation Center and provides cloud based and operational security services.
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